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PricePoint  Portal: 
Connect your moving supply chain
With PricePoint Portal, corporate mobility and procurement professionals,
RMCs, and their moving partners share access to independent, market-
based data, enabling transparency and data-driven insights across their
entire moving supply chain. 

The PricePoint ecosystem:
Delivering unparalleled move pricing data 

Procurement
Choose suppliers with
confidence, knowing that
competitive pricing is
maintained relative to a
volatile marketplace. 

Movers
Maintain service levels
without sacrificing quality
through dynamic, market-
accurate pricing.

Corporate mobility
and RMCs
Build a strategic move
supplier network that's
responsive to changing
business needs. 

Price with confidence, backed by unparalleled move pricing data from
our comprehensive global network



PricePoint's quarterly reporting provides ongoing feedback to level-set your moving program. At-
a-glance snapshots show how your spend compares to market average in key service areas, so
you'll save time by focusing on those areas where improvement is needed.  

Price Level
Grades your overall costs
above or below PricePoint
market average.

Spend Signature
Snapshot of how your
category costs measure
up against PricePoint
market average.

Grading
Zooms in on performance by
shipment mode with even
greater context and detail.

Supplementals: worth a closer look

Supplementals are a category of special services that are
easily exploited in the moving industry. They can account for
20% of your total move costs, so it's worth understanding
what they are and where they're coming from. With
PricePoint, you can measure the frequency and average
costs of unusual charge types and compare your mover's
performance to market averages by each category.

Scorecards show you how your moving program measures up,
and regular data feedback keeps it on the right track

"When we first started looking at PricePoint, we weren't
sure if it was worth it. I'd like to thank the team, as the

results have been exceptional." 
 

Head of Global Mobility, 
Life Sciences Company 



The difference in supplier performance grades after
one year of utilizing PricePoint Portal. This
represented savings of >$500,000 to the customer.

PricePoint segments your relocation costs by origin, freight, destination, supplementals,
coordination, and geography. When you can visualize exactly which areas are performing
well, you can align with suppliers that can serve you best. 

Incentivize continuous supply 
chain improvement

Benchmark performance with specificity

Compare performance across your suppliers to quickly identify which
movers are performing better than others in a specific areas.

Scorecards drive competitive pricing where it counts

With constant, transparent feedback, your suppliers have insights into where their
performance is strong or weak. Portal booker scorecards incentivize suppliers to
improve across the board - particularly in areas based on specific KPIs, local market
averages, or shipping lanes. 



"Using PricePoint has consistently saved
our clients 10-15% on average on their
mobility program. We are able to offer

pricing certainty and transparency in ways
that are beyond our competition." 

 

Vice President, Service Delivery, Global RMC

Fixed-term contract pricing is not responsive to the many variables at play in today's volatile
moving supply chain environment. PricePoint's open market platform enables self-
regulating, competitive pricing - so you and your suppliers can manage costs with
transparency up-front and avoid costly audits and time-consuming RFPs later on.   

When everyone can justify their costs using dynamic market data, everyone wins. Your
suppliers can adjust their pricing based on real-world circumstances, and you can ensure
your shipments are awarded to partners who maximize value. 

Leverage an open market with dynamic pricing
to maximize cost savings

 

Performance benchmarks speak loudest when
translated into actual savings.

In this example, a relocation company works
with a number of corporate clients. Included in
the quarterly benchmarking is a Savings Report,
which translates savings against market average
and maximum cost avoidance when applied
against actual moving activity for that period.  

Restore confidence in your moving supply chain
so you can spend more time meeting the needs
of your transferees.

Contact Us

hello@pricepointmoves.com
+1.516.415.1978
www.pricepointmoves.com

PricePoint is a registered trademark of GRIP INC.

PricePoint delivers 10-15% savings, while creating a quality-centric
marketplace that incentivizes transparency and mover performance.
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